The Beta Psi Chapter of Sigma Chi had another excellent year in 76-77. In athletics, Sigma Chi once again dominated its league, capturing titles in softball, football, and basketball. The football team proved to be awesome in capturing the Tech Intramural Football Championship with an undefeated season. The initiation of nineteen fine men along with a strong winter quarter pledge class provided the nucleus for a continued strong chapter. The Sweetheart Ball and Derby Day highlighted winter and spring quarters. All these events along with a strong improvement in academics are the reasons we can say... "I'm proud to be a Beta Psi Sig."

Space Station... Ed Ounce...
Happy Dan... Stinky Lamont... Clay Wad... Smithstein... Woo fat...
Zeredi... Madavoid... Too Tall
Proper Duncan doesn't take ultimatums, just cabs...
How about those hedges...
Get a haircut little Smith...
Hollywood...
Opey and Aunt Bee...
Varmit...
Woo-Woo...
Mario Pascuti
Tulsa...
Liddy...
Potmeat...
"Land Shark!!"
Bottle Rockets and tomatoes = intimidation... just another night in the Stinker Lounge...
Thursday at Friday's...
Jock Fanning...
The Little Leporcan...
Hardy Ball...
Patio Frisbee...
King Bong...
Intense...
T-2 Keg Party...
Leffler's graduating?...
Daytona Bound!
Woscott... Brother Bob...
Lamont means Big Dummy in French...
Turbo Olds Racing Team...
Lust List...
Whigam's got a date with who?...
what do they feed those guys...
How about those Championship Sigs...
Awesome!!!
TEKE Wins Championship

Beta Pi Chapter of TEKE has enjoyed another fine year as the largest fraternity on Tech's campus. Tekes excelled in all phases of campus life. Their football team won the Gold League Championship, while the cross-country team won the school championship for the fourth consecutive year. Matching that streak was the Homecoming display, which won Best Mechanization and Best Overall Display.

The 1976-77 year for the Gamma Tau Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta was accentuated by improved scholarship, consistent athletic performance, an active community service program highlighted by the Hugh Hendrix Memorial Fun for Leukemia. The cumulative efforts of the chapter earned the Phi Gamma Delts the IFC trophy for the third consecutive year. In the coming year they now hope for a closer brotherhood and continued high achievement.

You bunch of yard apes . . . Now which Rich are you talking about . . . J.C.'s second fiddle . . . one way ticket to Seattle . . . do the T-Head Shuffle . . . Why do you drink so much? . . . Sell 17 games for a quarter . . . Rughead, Don't you ever get full? . . . P.B.O. Society . . . Shootout at Northside Tavern . . . Little Bowbee has found his lost sheep . . . Jeffery, they're playing our song . . . will the real apt. #45 move in . . . the Golden Boy is back . . . Hey, it's the convicts . . . Drink beer, raise hell, eat . . . Benzene Ring — an irresistible force? . . . there's a rat in my bed . . . I only gave them the key . . . the mob gives free swimming lessons to little sisters . . . wags said . . . there's my main man . . . It's a T-transformation . . . what's on the tube, Motty? . . . the pad of the naturally bad, alias HELL! . . . Do it for your daddy . . . double or nothing GIULS . . . and the squad said — AMEN!
The Georgia Delta Chapter of Phi Delta Theta enjoyed another successful year of rush. The membership was strong and participation in intramurals was very competitive. Last spring, Phi Delta Theta was first among fraternities in the Tech 200. Academically, they have been in the top 10. Phi Delta Theta is proud of their fine alumni support, and the upcoming year should prove to be a great one.

Phi Kappa Theta Looks Forward to Bright Future

The Gamma Tau Chapter of Phi Kappa Theta experienced a successful fall quarter rush, and the fired-up pledge class kept spirit at a high level in the house. This past spring they won the I.F.C. Award for Greatest Scholastic Improvement and captured the league title in soccer; in addition they now have four alumni serving in Tech’s Graduate Senate. Strong alumni support and a positive attitude combine to give Phi Kappa Theta a bright future at Georgia Tech.

Although the Houses May Come and Go, the Greek Dedication to the Unusual Will Never Die.
The Brothers of Alpha Rho of Phi Kappa Tau made several improvements on the chapter house this past fall in preparation for rush. Rush was successful for both associate members and little sisters.

Winter quarter Alpha Rho Chapter was host for the Southeast Domain Conference of Phi Kappa Tau. Five Chapters participated in a weekend of leadership training.

Phi Sigs Plan New House

The Kappa Deuteron Chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa had a successful year. They increased their membership with a fine pledge class, and excelled in sports winning divisional titles in bowling, football, volleyball, and softball. The Phi Sigs also won the Greek Week Frof Tourna- ment, took third place in overall home- coming participation, and were fourth last year in scholarship. Because of the loss of the chapter house over the summer the alumni obtained a bank loan, and hopefully, the chapter will soon build a new house at Fifth and Techwood.

Somebody lives in here? Condemned again. I wish I'd been hazed more. Snellville. Annual Techni- que spelling award. Morris the cat. But it kept blowing-up the cheer- leaders. and this is crow, Rob made it but the car didn't. Bamboo insect. the house won a battle but. Uncle Woody time. She hit me in the face. Leonard doesn't need any make-up. Road trip me, please. chapter estate. and will perform any act. tunnel frisbee. it was what kind of place? Zen Master. Hollywood Blvd. Pool Hall. Another peck. Frof, Sci-Fi, and Grits. Kojak II. Put your hand on the right wall and skinny dipping. soapies are losing ground. the best.
Chi Phi Expands Sister Program

The spirit of the Omega Chapter of Chi Phi continued to grow during the 1976-77 school year. The chapter saw many changes in its membership in addition to the pledging of fourteen people during fall rush. One of the brightest points in membership additions was the expansion of the Little Sister program which was instituted last year.

Chi Phi improved in many aspects of inter-fraternity competition. They fielded better intramural teams in football, basketball and soccer. Chi Phi showed a better relative academic standing too.

Many renovations were made on the Chi Phi house on Fowler Street just in time for fall rush.

Dick Williams . . . Cabin 42 . . .
Ready Frank, 1, 2, 3, Go! . . . Pork Chop . . . Straight Arrow . . . Tuna Orgy . . .
Who is it, who is it? It's the plumber, I've come to fix your shower . . . so to speak . . .
eenh-eenh . . . Hose Nose . . . Pinky pile . . . Where's the kaboom? There was supposed to be an earth-shattering kaboom . . . Squirrel . . . Gopher . . .
Dr. Pettit, when are you going to invite US over for dinner? . . . Little Sister raid . . .
V.D. Vick . . . the firepole motion . . .
Are we haz ing you, pledge? . . . Sponge . . .
the Bitch . . . Grat . . . Ragtime Rat . . .
Towed, get your face out of the mud . . .
Junior . . . Parakeet Daiquiri . . .
Eddy . . . Schoke has HYPERTENSION . . .
Show him the 'dumpster' . . . Breakfast Club . . . Callaway, you're a buffoon . . .
Beware of falling drunks.
Chi Psi
Strives for
National Role

The Alpha Iota Delta Chapter of Chi Psi has not only been successful in all areas of campus life, but has also undertaken a program to make it the leader of its national fraternity. The Brotherhood's determination in accomplishing its goals was sparked by a pre-Fall Rush visit by the national president-elect, Oliver R. Rowe. The first fruits of this enthusiasm have been realized with another near-record pledge class. Continuing success is eagerly being worked for in the coming year.

What day is it? It's not Friday . . . (MH) is on in Humet's room . . . This is really intense . . . You owe me a beer . . . It's not Friday . . . I say Spotswood, you say what? . . . Doug and David are turning the crank again . . . Help me Mister Wizard . . . Hey 'dere Mister Ski King; let it happen' Cap'in . . . Not on the wall Skateboard Bill . . . Knock!! Knock!! Knock!! — Buy you own Humet . . . Whoop . . . That's a 10 on the DB scale . . . Mr. and Mrs. Bob the Pledge . . . Mother of Babbling God . . . Above me . . . It's not Friday . . . Spaceship and Warp Factor Two . . . Sounds Good . . . Knock yrself out, young man . . . Hey park yer car two dollars . . . Don't buy her a pizza Doug . . . Spitfire's in the shop again . . . Who's a hewch . . . Raff doesn't have to sleep under Manuel's bar anymore . . . Landriau in the corner pocket . . . Miller where are your pants . . . This is most disturbing . . . It's FRI-DAY!!!
This year began on a sad note for the Gamma Tau Chapter of Psi Upsilon when they lost a three-year battle with Atlanta rains, African kudzu, and Georgia roaches; the Office of Campus Planning terminated the lease on their house. But even as the bulldozer turned the House into the Lot; the Psi Upsilon brothers, now living in Eastgate Apartment, were busy planning the most ambitious rush in the chapter's six-year history. As a result of a highly successful rush, they have doubled their number and become a tighter, more close-knit group looking forward to a brighter future — hopefully one with a house in it.

*Bold and ready, hot and sweaty . . .
Whit it is . . . the key to the whole rush picture . . . W.R.D. . . . that's my box,
Captain . . . Where's the German Shepherd? . . . Kathy's gonna love this! . . .
A.T.W. . . . the Flying Wishbone . . .
Pharr Road Literary Expedition . . . low-down . . . I.D.F.B.I. . . . See how tight?
. . . it's two, it's twoo . . . P.I.T.A. . . .
and you're not . . . A.S.A.P. . . . to Hell with Sweetwater! . . . E.M.S. . . . Animal
Is Joe they-er?